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Hotel Housekeeping Operations
"Accessibly written and thoughtfully edited, making it essential reading for those
studying hospitality and embarking on a career in the industry." - Peter Lugosi,
Oxford School of Hospitality Management "This text is a fascinating read Roy Wood
has spent 25 years teaching, researching and writing on the hospitality industry much of that learning is here in this book." - Erwin Losekoot, Auckland University of
Technology "All different aspects of the hospitality industry are elaborated on All in
all a wonderful course book for for our students!" - Claudia Rothwangl, ITM College
This book covers the major concepts students are likely to encounter throughout
their study within the hospitality management, giving a comprehensive and up-todate overview as well as providing engaging everyday examples from around the
world. A leading figure in the field, Roy Wood has successfully gathered
international contributors with direct experience of hospitality management and
the hospitality industry as a whole, ensuring the academic, geographical and
practical integrity of the book. Key Concepts in Hospitality Management is written
for undergraduate students and those studying short postgraduate or executive
education courses in hospitality management, events management, tourism
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management and leisure management.

Professional Management of Housekeeping Operations
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
Housekeeping is critical to the success of today's hospitality operations. The third
edition of this textbook shows what it takes to direct day-to-day operations of this
department, from big-picture management issues to technical details for cleaning
each area.

Hospitality Management
Hotel Housekeeping
Hotel Industry and Housekeeping Management
Regardless of size and type a characteristic to all hotels is the need of
Housekeeping services. Housekeeping is very significant of the lodging of the
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hospitality industry. The purpose of housekeeping is to maintain clean safe and
healthy environments. It is essential for students in hospitality to understand
housekeeping management. The book introduces capacity and housekeeping
operations in any kind of hotels. Housekeeping is an important part of hotel
industry for which skill standards should be developed. In a variety of set ups the
function of housekeeping is to create clean and safe environment. A reference
work for students and researchers. For students in hotel and restaurant
management and professionals seeking to enhance their management capacities.
Present book is an essential practical introduction to the field of housekeeping
management. This book is resource for leading a winning housekeeping operation
in any establishment, from the smallest bed and breakfast to the largest luxury
hotels.

Managing Housekeeping Operations (AHLEI)
Housekeeping Department Is Key Branch Of Hotel Industry. The Chronology Of The
Housekeeping Day May Be Divided Into Several Distinct Parts. The Chronology
Differs Depending On The Type Of Property To Which It Is Related And Whether Or
Not A Computer Application Is In Effect.Roles Of Employee Participation,
Management Delegation, Training And Rewards In Influencing Productivity In
Housekeeping Are Important Issues. Different Circumstances Demand Different
Management Approaches.This Book Focuses On Various Key Issues Like
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Introduction To Housekeeping Management; Housekeeping Operations; Lodging
Operations; Staffing Patterns; Inventory And Equipments; Cleaning And Laundry
Room Management; Controlling Operation; Risk Management Etc. The Elaborate
Interpretation Given Herein Will Give The Readers A New Insight.

Text Bk Of Hotel Housekeeping
"I found this text to be exactly what we were looking for to give our students a
good understanding of the contemporary issues that affect the Events industry. I
have recommended this as essential reading. It is well written and the format
makes it an easy read raising key issues and challenging theory." - Tanya
Bellingham, School of Tourism & Hospitality, University of Plymouth "An essential
events managment reference handbook which addresses a number of key issues
within the industry. A very interesting read!" - Thomas Fletcher, Liverpool John
Moores University In recent years we have seen an enormous growth of festivals
and event activity and the literature within the field is consequently huge. In order
to make sense of this rapid and dynamic development, students are dependent on
a book that can lead them through the myriad of theoretical frameworks offered.
This book naturally situates itself in the middle of this need, offering a
comprehensive and illuminating account of the festival and event field. Written
with academic rigour yet accessible at the same time, Quinn proves herself to be
an outstanding communicator and stimulator of knowledge. International in
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content and timely in its up to date coverage of key topics, this will be an
invaluable reference source for students from of Event Management, Hospitality
Management, Tourism Management, and Sport and Leisure Management.

Hotel Front Office
This book offers students a uniquely concise, accessible and comprehensive
introduction to hotel accommodation management that covers the range of
managerial subjects and disciplines in the sector. The book focuses on enduring
aspects of the accommodation management function (front office management,
housekeeping, revenue management); the changing context of hotel
accommodation provision (the move to ‘asset light’, the supply of accommodation,
trends in hotel investment and asset management, the challenges engendered by
social media and the collaborative economy to the hotel market); and the role of
accommodation in additional and integrated facilities and markets (spas, resorts,
MICE markets). International case studies illustrating examples of practice in the
industry are integrated throughout, along with study questions and other features
to aid understanding and problem solving. This is essential reading for all
hospitality and hotel management students.

Key Concepts in Hospitality Management
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Featuring case studies, this book describes a variety of jobs in catering, leisure and
tourism. The role of relevant institutions is explained, information on qualifications
is provided, and insider tips on getting jobs are given.

Introduction To Tourism And Hospitality Industry
A mattress, box spring, and duvet for a king-size hotel bed weighs in at 225
pounds. Imagine trying to wrestle with changing the sheets and getting the
hospital corners just right; it is easy to see why hotel housekeepers experience
back and shoulder injuries at increasing rates. David Brody got behind the scenes
at the Chicago Hyatt Regency and the Starwood hotels in Hawaii, bypassing
management and corporate press releases to interview the housekeeping staff
directly. Given Brody s expertise in architecture and design, his mission here is to
help us understand service design in hotels in order to situate the needs of hotel
customers, housekeepers, and hotel management one relative to the other. What
unfolds as a new perspective on hotels is designin terms of spaces, products,
maintenance, and workflow systems. We get vivid examples of how a hotel room s
design encapsulates a highly orchestrated, hidden process of management and
labor, where work is invisible and surface appearances are paramount to the guest
s sense of domestic comfort. ( Turndown service is one exampleroom light
dimmed, drapes drawn, music on classical, turndown mat on floor, slippers in
place, mint on pillow, etc.) Brody opts strongly for what he calls co-design, which
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means collaboration between workers and management on improving hotel
design, and he is unabashedly partisan in taking sides with hotel workers and their
unions. He also advocates for sustainability and green politics."

Managing Housekeeping Operations
Hospitality management is the study of the hospitality industry. The hospitality
industry is vast and very diverse. Any time people travel, stay in a hotel, eat out,
go to the movies, and engage in similar activities, they are patronizing
establishments in the hospitality industry. The management of such
establishments is very challenging, as managers need to be flexible enough to
anticipate and meet a wide variety of needs. Hotel Management, as the term
suggests, is focused on managing all aspects related to the functioning of a hotel.
From the time a guest arrives at a hotel to the time he checks out, the
responsibility of all activities during the guest's stay in the hotel forms part of Hotel
Management. Hospitality management graduates are highly employable, applying
their skills to careers in events, hotel and conference management, sales and
business development and forestry and fishing management. Hospitality
management means 'managing' an event, or when referring to managing a hotel,
it would mean managing all the different departments and members of staff so
that the paying guests feel welcomed and enjoy their stay. It is important that
these people know that you are warm and friendly, so that they would probably
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return to the venue again in the future. This book has been developed as an
attempt to provide some literature on vast growing hotel industry. This text will
help immensely those who are desirous of joining the industry to equip themselves
with a career in front office, housekeeping, food production, food and beverage
service and tourism.

Hotel Operations Management
With over 70 global case studies and vignettes, this textbook covers all the key
marketing principles applied to tourism and hospitality, showing how these
concepts work in practice and demonstrating the diverse range of tourism and
hospitality products on offer. Chapters are packed with pedagogical features that
will help readers consolidate their learning, including: - Chapter objectives - Key
terms - Discussion questions and exercises - Links to useful websites - Profiles of
successful individuals and organizations Tourism and Hospitality Marketing is
accompanied by a website that offers lecturers answers to the discussion questions
and exercises in the book, case study questions, a test bank, PowerPoint slides and
a list of additional teaching resources.

The Management of Tourism
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Housekeeping Management
A comprehensive and wide-ranging introduction to operational hotel management,
this textbook brings together business administration, management and
entrepreneurship into a complete overview of the discipline. Essential reading for
students of hospitality management, the book also benefits from online support
materials.

200 Hotel and Restaurant Management Training Tutorials
Housekeeping is the maintenance of a clean environment, usually in a house, but it
also applies to industrial, commercial, and institutional settings. Management of a
housekeeping operation entails scheduling staff, deliveries, services and
maintenance, budget analysis, cost-controls and compliance with regulations. A
well-run housekeeping department is integral to the success of any lodging
operation. The book offers future industry professionals the tools they need to be
competitive in this new era the skills to manage resources administer assets, and
manage all of the technical operations of a busy housekeeping department. It
demonstrates clearly how theoretical concepts apply to real-life situations.

Hotel, Hostel and Hospital Housekeeping
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Housekeeping by Design
Provides students and practitioners with the latest data on how to open, operate
and manage housekeeping in a hotel or motel. Presents material in the order of
responsibilities encountered by someone assigned to open a new facility and uses
an authentic facility model throughout. New to this edition is a chapter on
environmental services which covers hospitals and health care institutions,
elementary microbiology, infectious waste control and disposal; additional
information on material management with attention to OSHA requirements for
handling cleaning supplies and chemicals; an expanded chapter on loss
prevention, security surveys and liability due to negligence; and detailed coverage
on budgeting a rooms department for a commercial hotel.

Key Concepts in Hospitality Management
The third revised and updated edition of this well known ready reference manual
aims at empowering housekeeping students, professionals and instructors with
essentials of hotel housekeeping. It is aptly designed to serve as handy companion
for housekeeping professionals. Salient Features: ? Ready reference for self
learning and training? ? Step-by-step housekeeping procedures ? Focus on
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international practices and emerging technologies ? New chapter on The Floor
Pantry. Ideal Book For ? Students of Hotel Management Courses ? New entrants to
Housekeeping Operations ? Instructor of Hotel Management and Craft institutes ?
Hotel and Hospitality Training Centres? ? Apprentices in Housekeeping? ?
Housekeeping and Maintenance companies ?

Housekeeping Management, 2nd Edition
A plain-English guide to managing IT from the customer's perspective Practical
guidance on delivering and managing IT so that it meets the multiple needs and
demands of a company and its customers and end-users–both inside and outside
the organization–is hard to come by; this accessible book takes a common-sense
approach that explains exactly what IT services are and how to fit them most
effectively into a business Topics include setting a framework, keeping costs down,
improving efficiency, and maintaining standards and best practices This concept of
how IT should be wired specifically into the goals and need of the company and its
customers is part of a broader picture that includes ITIL, BPM, SOA, and Six Sigma

Careers in Catering, Hotel Administration and Management
Prepare future hotel general managers to efficiently supervise and run a midsize
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full-service hotel. Hotel Operations Management provides an up-to-date and
comprehensive examination of all aspects of hotel administration from the
viewpoint of the hotel general manager. Detailed information addresses the
operating departments of a full-service hotel: Human Resources; Controller; The
Front Office; Housekeeping; Food and Beverage; Safety and Property Security;
Sales and Marketing; Accounting; and Facility Engineering and Maintenance. Indepth discussions highlight the importance of human resources in the laborintensive hotel industry, franchising and contract management of properties in an
ever-decreasing "Mom and Pop" segment, and hotel management in a global
environment. Updated throughout to ensure that readers have the latest
information, the Third Edition also includes new case studies, an entirely new
chapter on guest services, and new end-of-chapter questions. This accurate book
will give prospective hotel managers insight into all of the procedures effective
managers use to ensure their hotel¿'s--and their own--success.

Hotel And Hospitality Management: Housekeeping
Housekeeping maybe defined as the provision of clean comfortable and safe
environment. Housekeeping is an operational department of the hotel. It is
responsible for cleanliness, maintenance, aesthetic upkeep of rooms, public areas,
back areas and surroundings. Housekeeping Department – is the backbone of a
hotel. It is in fact the biggest department of the hotel organization. Hotel
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Housekeeping Training Manual with 150 SOP, 1st edition comes out as a
comprehensive collection of some must read hotel & restaurant housekeeping
management training tutorials written by http://www.hospitality-school.com writing
team. All contents of this manual are the product of Years of Experience,
Suggestions and corrections. Efforts have been made to make this manual as
complete as possible. This manual was made intended for you to serve as guide.
Your task is to familiarize with the contents of this manual and apply it on your
daily duties at all times. Our motto behind writing this book is not to replace
outstanding text books on housekeeping operation of hospitality industry rather
add something that readers will find more practical and interesting to read. This
training manual is ideal for both students and professional hoteliers and
restaurateurs who are associated with hospitality industry which is one of the most
interesting, dynamic, and exciting industries in the world.We would like to wish all
the very best to all our readers. Very soon our training manuals, covering various
segments of hotel & restaurant industry will come out. Keep visiting our blog
hospitality-school.com to get free tutorials regularly.

Professional Management of Housekeeping Operations
[ Recommended: Download Ebook Version of this book fromhere
http://www.hospitality-school.com/training-manuals/hotel-management-tutorials ]
200 Hotel Management Training Tutorials is a comprehensive collection of some
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must read hotel & restaurant management training tutorials from hospitalityschool.com. Features: Collection of 200 Hotel & Restaurant Management Training
Tutorials. Tutorials on all relevant topics like Front Office, Housekeeping, Food &
Beverage Service, Safety & Hygiene, Career and many more. All articles are from
hospitality-school.com , world's one of the most popular hotel management
training blog. Most practical training manual for hoteliers and hospitality
management students Easy to read and understand. The aim of this book is not to
replace outstanding text books on hospitality industry rather add something that
readers will find more practical and interesting to read. This training manual is
ideal for both students and professional hoteliers and restaurateurs who are
associated with hospitality industry which is one of the most interesting, dynamic,
and exciting industries in the world.

Hospitality Management
Accompanying DVD contains videos & PowerPoint presentations on different
aspects of hotel houskeeping .

Human Resource Mgmt:Tb For Hospitality
Hotel Management and Operations, Fifth Edition provides a practical, up-to-date,
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and comprehensive approach to how professionals across the industry manage
different departments within their operation. From the front office to finance, from
marketing to housekeeping, this resource offers advanced theory played out in
practical problems. Multidimensional case studies are a notable feature, with
complex management problems portrayed from multiple viewpoints; “As I See It”
and “Day in the Life” commentaries from new managers provide further real-world
perspective. Covering the latest issues affecting the industry, this text gives
students and professionals an up-to-date, dynamic learning resource.

Hotel Housekeeping: A Training Manual
Now in its fifth edition, Professional Management of Housekeeping Operations is
the essential practical introduction to the field, a complete course ranging from key
principles of management to budgeting, from staff scheduling to cleaning. With
expanded attention to leadership and training, budgeting and cost control, and the
increasingly vital responsibility for environmentally safe cleaning, the latest edition
of this industry standard also includes new case studies that help readers grasp
concepts in a real-world setting. Instructor's Manual, Test Bank in both Word and
Respondus formats, Photographs from the text, and PowerPoint Slides are
available for download at www.wiley.com/college
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Researching Hospitality and Tourism
Success in today’s rapidly changing hospitality industry depends on understanding
the desires of guests of all ages, from seniors and boomers to the newly dominant
millennial generation of travelers. Help has arrived with a compulsively-readable
new standard, The Heart of Hospitality: Great Hotel and Restaurant Leaders Share
Their Secrets by Micah Solomon, with a foreword by The Ritz-Carlton Hotel
Company’s president and COO Herve Humler. This up-to-the-minute resource
delivers the closely guarded customer experience secrets and on-trend customer
service insights of today’s top hoteliers, restaurateurs, and masters of hospitality
management including: Four Seasons Chairman Isadore Sharp: How to build an
unsinkable company culture Union Square Hospitality Group CEO Danny Meyer: His
secrets of hiring, onboarding, training, and more Tom Colicchio (Craft Restaurants,
Top Chef): How to create a customer-centric customer experience in a chef-centric
restaurant Virgin Hotels CEO Raul Leal: How Virgin Hotels created its innovative,
future-friendly hospitality approach Ritz-Carlton President and COO Herve Humler:
How to engage today’s new breed of luxury travelers Double-five-star chef and
hotelier Patrick O’Connell (The Inn at Little Washington) shares the secrets of
creating hospitality connections Designer David Rockwell on the secrets of building
millennial-friendly restaurants and hotel spaces (W, Nobu, Andaz) that resonate
with today’s travelers Restaurateur Traci Des Jardins on building a “narcissismfree” hospitality culture Legendary chef Eric Ripert’s principles of creating a great
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guest experiences, simultaneously within a single dining room. The Heart of
Hospitality is a hospitality management resource like no other, put together by
leading customer service expert Micah Solomon. Filled with exclusive, first-hand
stories and wisdom from the top professionals in the industry, The Heart of
Hospitality is an essential hospitality industry resource. As Ritz-Carlton President
and COO Herve Humler says in his foreword to the book, “If you want to create and
sustain a level of service so memorable that it becomes an unbeatable competitive
advantage, you’ll find the secrets here.”

Heads in Beds
"A humorous memoir by a veteran hospitality employee that reveals what goes on
behind the scenes of the hotel business. Includes tips on how to get the most out
of your hotel stay"--

Hotel Accommodation Management
This text provides detailed coverage of the breadth of issues involved in the
management of tourism businesses. It explains and supports fundamental business
management aspects whilst examining specific techniques required for the
successful management of a variety of tourism businesses.
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Professional Hotel Management ( P.B.)
The SAGE Handbook of Hospitality Management
At last, a comprehensive, systematically organized Handbook which gives a
reliable and critical guide to all aspects of one of the world's leading industries: the
hospitality industry. The book focuses on key aspects of the hospitality
management curriculum, research and practice bringing together leading scholars
throughout the world. Each essay examines a theme or functional aspect of
hospitality management and offers a critical overview of the principle ideas and
issues that have contributed, and continue to contribute, within it. Topics include: •
The nature of hospitality and hospitality management • The relationship of
hospitality management to tourism, leisure and education provision • The current
state of development of the international hospitality business • The core activities
of food, beverage and accommodation management • Research strategies in
hospitality management • Innovation and entrepreneurship trends • The role of
information technology The SAGE Handbook of Hospitality Management constitutes
a single, comprehensive source of reference which will satisfy the information
needs of both specialists in the field and non-specialists who require a
contemporary introduction to the hospitality industry and its analysis. Bob
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Brotherton formerly taught students of Hospitality and Tourism at Manchester
Metropolitan University. He has also taught Research Methods to Hospitality and
Tourism students at a number of international institutions as a visiting lecturer;
Roy C. Wood is based in the Oberoi Centre of Learning and Development, India

Tourism and Hospitality Marketing
"An innovative and cross-cutting approach to Hospitality that examines the
fundamentals of the subject in a concise and commendable way. Roy Wood’s
academic and practitioner expertise is brought to bear on this succinct synthesis of
the subject that will quickly become a must read for all students and academics in
the hospitality area." - Professor Stephen J. Page, Bournemouth University
Hospitality Management: A Brief Introduction is designed for undergraduate and
postgraduate students studying hotel and hospitality management and hospitality
studies. The book includes coverage of the principal areas of functional
management in hospitality including: employee relations accommodation
management food and beverage management marketing and sales industry
structure and strategy the nature of management roles hospitality management
education future trends in the field. Roy Wood uses a wide range of established
and contemporary research and reflects critically on its subject, including from the
perspective of the hospitality consumer, to ensure that readers gain wide
awareness of the realities and challenges of the hospitality industry.
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Hotel Management and Operations
"This textbook will be used to support undergraduate dissertation supervision. The
book clearly sets out the research philosophies, principles and practices relevant to
conduct of fieldwork. A useful and informative text to aid the research design and
process." - Nazia Ali, Bedfordshire University "A key text for students studying
research methods or undertaking a research project in the hospitality and tourism
industries." - Lisa Wyld, Westminster Kingsway College "An excellent overview of
primary research itself and its application in Hospitality and Tourism." - Jane
Warren, SHRM College Hospitality and tourism is the fourth biggest industry in the
world. What are the key research issues in the field? What methods are particularly
useful to answer questions of management, policy, strategy and general
understanding? This is the first comprehensive guide to research methods and
issues for students engaged in hospitality and tourism studies. Jargon-free, incisive
and relevant, the book offers an uncluttered guide to key concepts and essential
research techniques. It is grounded in a real world approach that concentrates
upon the issues that students will encounter in their studies and work experience.
It fills an enormous gap in the field providing students with the first dedicated
introduction to research methods for hospitality and tourism students.

Service Management For Dummies
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The book explores the key elements of housekeeping as also its theoretical
foundations and techniques of operations: the structure and layout of the
housekeeping department, housekeeping inventory, guest room layout and
maintenance, flower arrangement, and interior decoration.

Hotel Housekeeping Training Manual With 150 Sop
The Heart of Hospitality
Principles of Hospitality Management
The second edition of Housekeeping Management is written from a management
perspective of the executive housekeeper in the lodging industry. The overarching
concept of the text spotlights three major areas of expertise required for the
success of lodging professionals: management of resources, administration of
assets, and knowledge of technical operations. The text explores the role of the
housekeeping department in hotel/lodging operations, and focuses mainly on the
effective communication between the housekeeping, front office, and engineering
and maintenance staff. This edition will have the same focus on the managementPage 22/27
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and administration-based philosophy from the 1st Edition, but with a stronger
focus on the engineering aspects of housekeeping. The book also incorporates new
concepts of energy conservation and risk management to address the latest
sustainability and security trends in the industry, as well as updated information on
guestroom technology.

Hotel Housekeeping
This book offers an updated view of the panning, provision and service of
accommodation in hotels, hostels, hospitals and similar establishments. It offers a
new understanding of the changing role of the housekeeper, which now involves
not only a greater knowledge of the technical skills required but also an awareness
of management. New materials, equipment and methods have become available
and the authors take these into account with reference to changing trade
practices. The impact of new technology and the latest health and safety
requirements are also considered. This edition will be suitable for students on the
City and Guilds 708 Accommodation Services course and 705 General Catering
course schemes, FIH (formerly HCIMA) and BTEC courses.

Key Concepts in Event Management
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This book, an essential text for hospitality management students, examines the
relevance and applications of general management theory and principles to
hospitality organizations. Using contemporary material and case studies, the book
indicates ways in which performance may be improved through better use of
human resources. Rigorous academic theory is related to hospitality practice,
based on the authors' great knowledge of the hospitality industry. The text takes a
vocational basis and the illustration of the theory with the real-life examples of
hospitality management in action provides a solid and stimulating introduction to
the subject.

Modern Hotel Operations Management
"Accessibly written and thoughtfully edited, making it essential reading for those
studying hospitality and embarking on a career in the industry." - Peter Lugosi,
Oxford School of Hospitality Management "This text is a fascinating read Roy Wood
has spent 25 years teaching, researching and writing on the hospitality industry much of that learning is here in this book." - Erwin Losekoot, Auckland University of
Technology "All different aspects of the hospitality industry are elaborated on All in
all a wonderful course book for for our students!" - Claudia Rothwangl, ITM College
This book covers the major concepts students are likely to encounter throughout
their study within the hospitality management, giving a comprehensive and up-todate overview as well as providing engaging everyday examples from around the
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world. A leading figure in the field, Roy Wood has successfully gathered
international contributors with direct experience of hospitality management and
the hospitality industry as a whole, ensuring the academic, geographical and
practical integrity of the book. Key Concepts in Hospitality Management is written
for undergraduate students and those studying short postgraduate or executive
education courses in hospitality management, events management, tourism
management and leisure management.

Hotel and Hospitality Management
Seminar paper from the year 2012 in the subject Business economics - Business
Management, Corporate Governance, grade: B, University of California, Berkeley ,
language: English, abstract: Hyatt Hotels Corporation is one of the largest hotel
chains in the world. Founded in 1957, the organization operates approximately 492
properties across the world. The recent allegations of unjust employment practices
have severely affected the reputation of the organization. This small research
paper aims to identify various allegations against the Hotel by reviewing widerange of literature present on internet and focuses on finding out various issues
and factors that affect the Labour Relations Board’s practices and standards. This
research paper also summarizes the findings using critical path thinking strategy to
recommend strategies that adhere to an optimum level of practices of the
Hospitality Industry. Allegations of Unjust Practices against Hyatt Hyatt Hotels
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Corporation has been facing numerous of allegations regarding unjust employment
practices followed by the top management of the organization. The major
allegation against Hyatt was that the organization has been implementing
offensive and abhorrent policies towards its employees, who are working as
housekeepers (Liu, 2012). Hyatt Hotels has been really exploiting housekeepers
with crushing huge workloads making them to clean almost 30 rooms in 8-hour
shift. These crushing workloads have been leaving housekeepers to suffer from
severe pain and hardship. Thus, housekeepers of Hyatt have alleged that the
unethical and unjust labor practices followed by the organization have been
severely impacting their well-being and human rights and dignity (Liu, 2012).
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